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80%

OF OUR KIDS ARE
NOT EATING ENOUGH
VEGETABLES
Veg Power was founded by the
Food Foundation, Jamie Oliver,
Hugh-Fearnley-Whittingstall and
Baroness Boycott for a ten-year
mission to turn around vegetable
consumption in the UK. We use
advertising and marketing to inspire
kids from early years through
primary school and into their teens
to veggie loving habits they will
keep for life and in turn share with
their children.
Veg Power has partnered with
ITV, Channel 4, and Sky to create
Eat Them to Defeat Them, an
advertising campaign and schools
programme to encourage primary
school kids to eat more vegetables.
It’s award-winning and proven to
make eating vegetables more fun.
Our alliance is supported by these
major sponsors, and by celebrities
and chefs, local authorties, farmers,
communiites, schools, carers and
children acrosss the UK. Thank you
for your support.

Find out more:

EatThemToDefeatThem.com
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WELCOME
Did you know 80% of children don’t eat enough veg? I
know how dispiriting it can be to see children reject excellent
veg, beautifully cooked. I also know how irritating it is when
outsiders, who have never cooked a school meal in their lives,
tell you how to do it.

PRUE LEITH

COOK & NOVELIST

But we can’t give up on the children. If they get to enjoy veg
now, they will like it all their lives and will accept and enjoy a
healthier (and by the way cheaper!) diet from now on.
School cooks and chefs have an absolutely vital role to play.
The good news is, it’s not that difficult to excite and inspire
kids with delicious veg and school lunch need not be a battle.
With the help of Veg Power, you could be the change agent
that improves the diet of hundreds of children, for life.

“

School cooks and chefs have an
absolutely vital role to play.”

Veg Power really can inspire kids to love their veg. Their Eat
Them to Defeat Them ad is a fun campaign that children love.
It’s coming to your school from 24 February. The Veg Power
guide is full of ideas like tasting tables for the veg of the week,
stickers and prizes for kids who give it a go. All we need is for
you to give it a go too!

 @PrueLeith  Prue Leith  prueleith  Prue-Leith.com
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EAT THEM TO
DEFEAT THEM 2019
Veg Power formed a partnership with
ITV and together they created the Eat
Them to Defeat Them campaign to
engage primary school-aged kids.
• ITV donated £2m of TV
advertising
• Every major national grocer
supported in-store or online
• Outdoor poster companies,
cinemas and newspapers
donated another £3m of
advertising
• We distributed 300,000
veggie reward charts in school
bags
• Our network of social
influencers engaged with over
3m people
• Support from celebrities
including Ant & Dec, Jamie
Oliver, will.i.am and Team GB
Our campaign
reached into
the homes of
38m people,
including 65%
of parents and
44%
of kids.
PEOPLE SAW
Independent
THE TV AD
surveys show that
69% of kids liked the
campaign, 57% said it
makes vegetables more fun and 46%
of kids who have seen the advert said
they recently tried more vegetables.
Sales data confirms a 2.3% positive
impact on sales and 1.7% increase in
consumption by kids. A great start.

38.2
MILLION

Read the full campaign evalution report:
EatThemToDefeatThem.com
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EAT THEM TO
DEFEAT THEM 2020
In February 2020 ITV and Veg Power are launching another, even bigger, Eat
Them to Defeat Them campaign focussed once again at primary school age kids.
• ITV, Channel 4 and Sky have committed £3.6m of advertising plus
celebrity support
• Our adverts will run across cinemas during half term and you’ll see
our posters across the UK
• Our creatively acclaimed ad will again engage kids. This year it
will be supported by six 10 seconds ads challenging them to eat
that week’s featured veg
• Supermarkets across the UK will be supporting the campaign in-store
and online
• Our new programme for schools will reach 400,000 children in
1,500 schools
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Each week of the campaign will feature a rally cry around a
family favourite vegetable. Each vegetable comes with a fun real
vegetable image and catchphrase. Please focus your activities
around that schedule. We want to encourage children to try each of
these vegetables three times so all six become part of their daily diet.
T S 24 F E B R U

Schools have a critical role
to play. The TV coverage,
celebrities and advertising
create a huge amount of
awareness and excitement.
The role of the schools through
learning, play and school food is
to turn that buzz into kids tasting
vegetables – then to project that
experience back to parents.
At the same time our supermarket
partners will be supporting
parents and carers with
promotions, our celebrity chefs
will inspire them with ideas, and
social media will create a sense
of momentum. Together these will
encourage parents to repeat the
veg kids try in schools, rewarding
them to form lasting habits.

VEG OF THE WEEK

O
RR

THE ESSENTIAL
ROLE OF SCHOOLS

You’re making
veggies the
baddies, are you
mad? Want to
know why this
bold creative
approach works?
Head to:
VegPower.org.uk
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quick guide
Eat Them to Defeat Them brings together TV, celebrities, supermarkets, chefs, schools,
communities and families – it’s a massive alliance to get kids eating more veg. Here’s
a quick guide to what to expect in your school and the vital role of school caterers.

IN SCHOOLS

IN HOMES

Look out for a veg assembly, veggie
lesson plans, posters, and decorations
and a national kids poster competition.

Every kid in your school will receive
a reward chart and sticker pack
to take home.

SCHOOLS CATERERS
Progress Charts
Building a sense
of collective
achievement

Taster
Tables

Veg
Stickers

Caterers
Challenge

Encouraging kids
to sample new veg

Rewarding kids
for tasting

Cash prizes for
school caterers

P7

p8

p8

p11

Don’t forget to share your feedback, see page 11
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PROGRESS CHART
Building a sense of collective achievement
In your school’s pack you'll find a
large A1 wall chart. We hope you'll
put this up on a wall in a central area,
ideally where lunch is eaten. It could
be part of a display with all your
veggie art.
Work with the headteacher and
teaching team to define a mission
for the school – something fun the
kids will understand. The goal might
be to work together to eat a ton of
vegetables, or vegetables the weight
of an elephant.
Each week, your pupils can colour in
the chart to show progress.
The wall chart is the focal point of
activity, it creates a sense of collective
endeavour and achievement which
is highly motivating. We'd suggest
rewarding the school at the end of
term when they complete the chart.
The important thing to remember is
that it’s just for fun, the target doesn't
really matter, what matters is the joy
of team effort.

HOW TO USE THIS CHART

The most important thing to remember is
that this is just for fun. It is not intended
to be a scientific measure of the volume
of vegetables consumed in the school.
You’ll prepare lovely veg for the kids
in your school. Hopefully the Eat Them
to Defeat Them campaign and all the
activity in the school will encourage
them to eat more. You can reward them

with stickers (see page 10). The Progress
Chart just adds to the fun. Firstly, you
need to set the school a mission.

HOW TO DEFINE YOUR MISSION
Set the mission target based on the
number of pupils, work with the
headteacher to announce this to the
school, explain it in a fun way and
write it at the top of the chart. Here’s
some fun ideas.

Number of pupils

Veg target Eating about the same weight as...

Less than 100 pupils

225kg

three grownups or 20 gold bars

100–200 pupils

450kg

a fully-grown polar bear or a grand piano

200-300 pupils

675kg

a horse, a cow or the national or club
football team

300-500 pupils

1,000kgs

a fully-grown bull or “it’s a whole ton of
vegetables”

500-750 pupils

1,500kgs

the national rugby team or a small car

750-,1000 pupils

2,000kgs

a Land Rover or “it’s two whole tons of
vegetables”

1,000 + pupils

2,000kgs+

an elephant

Remember to encourage the kids who have school lunches to eat veg
and for the kids who have lunch boxes to bring in veg to support the
school’s effort.

KEEPING TRACK

Each week let the school know how well it is doing and fill in the chart. Use
it to acknowledge and encourage individual and team effort. Each week
add between 10-20% to the chart. Tell the school “Brilliant effort”, “Those
sweetcorn fritters were fantastic”, “We’re going to need a huge effort on
tomatoes this week”, use the veg of the week and catchphrases to make it
fun. You can invite pupils to colour in the chart as a reward for helping at
lunches or making amazing veg designs.

VICTORY

Importantly make sure the school succeeds in the last week of term. Even better
if you can agree a reward for the school, such as a no uninform day (just please
don’t make the reward unhealthy food). Remember above all that Eat Them to
Defeat Them is a game, an interactive story that gets kids eating veg. This chart
helps you to tell that story and the more you immerse the school into that narrative
the more they will respond. Have fun, and please let us know how you get on.

For tips on using our progress chart go to VegPower.org.uk
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TASTY TABLE TASTERS!
Encourage kids to sample new veg

VEG
sTICKERS
Rewarding
kids for
tasting
Our school packs include
rolls of stickers for each
featured veg.

At the end of the day it’s all about
eating veg – after all the only way
to defeat them is to eat them!
We hope to see caterers across the
UK not only including our featured
weekly veg in their menus but also
setting out exciting taster tables to
encourage the kids to try.
Ideally, we suggest a day each
week for the six weeks where the
kids can try the featured veg of the
week. Here's a guide to creating
great tasting tables from the catering
team at Elior.

TASTER TABLE GUIDE

While children are on a mission
defeating the veg, we want them
to explore veggies through sight,
taste, touch and smell, identifying

what they like and overcoming any
preconceptions about ‘yukky veg’!
Anything veggie goes! Cutting and
shredding vegetables into pots, plates
and bowls add interest to your taster
table, as well as serving vegetables
on different risers and including pots
of fresh herbs add further appeal.
It is also good to include whole veg
in its raw form, for example, carrots
that are unpeeled with the stalks on.
Not only is this good for the children
to understand the provenance of their
favourite vegetables, but after all
‘They come from deep underground’!
Finish your table with vegetable
characters and utilise the Eat Them
to Defeat Them collateral including
posters and menu template.

Download menu templates from VegPower.org.uk
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These veg stickers are a key
part of the campaign. They
serve two purposes. Firstly, the
caterers and lunchtime team
can give the kids stickers to
reward them for trying that
week’s featured veg – ideally
these work alongside the
taster tables. Kids love stickers.
For kids who are not sure, then
no pressure, a sniff or a lick of
the veg will do.
Their other role is to project
that back to parents and
carers. These stickers
effectively say, “I tried
sweetcorn today”. We’ll
be advising parents to
acknowledge and praise
(ideally joining in the fun
theme of the campaign) and
then, critically, repeating that
veg at home, praising the child
using the reward and stickers
chart. The child moves from
sample at school, to repeat at
home, then reward in order
to normalise that veg in the
child’s diet.

tasting
tables
carrots, peas & sweetcorn
O

CARR

Spiralized carrots
Carrot juice
Shredded carrot cups
Carrot soup (carrot and
coriander)
• Carrot kebabs
(chopped
carrots on
sticks)

•
•
•
•

Mini pea kebabs
Pea soup
Pea pots
Smashed/mushy peas

Serving
suggestions
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Serving
suggestions

• Smashed corn with
seasoning
• Corn on the cob
• Corn bowl
• Sweetcorn
soup

Taster table ideas kindly provided by:
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Spiralised stalks
Raw broccoli trees
Broccoli tree cups
Grated broccoli rice

•
•
•
•
•

Tomato soup
Sliced beef tomatoes
Cherry tomato wedges
Vine ripened tomatoes
Yellow, orange and red
cherry tomato bowl
• Tomato juice
• Chopped
tomato and
basil pots

Serving
suggestions
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Share your beautiful creations #EatThemToDefeatThem
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Serving
suggestions
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tasting
tables
Broccoli, Tomatoes & Peppers

•
•
•
•
•

Pepper slices
Mini peppers
Stuffed peppers
Diced peppers in pots
Yellow, green
and red
peppers

CATERERS CHALLENGE
In 2019 we were inspired by the
many school chefs who created
vegetable displays that can only
be described as stunning. So,
for 2020 we are challenging
caterers in schools across the UK
to wow us with their creativity
and the inspiration they bring to
the children they feed. We will be
shouting about the amazing work
of school caterers and handing
out a few awards and cash prizes.

How to enter

1. Capture your veg displays
on video or pictures
2. Head to
EatThemToDefeatThem.com
to upload and enter

Prizes

Entries
close
15 March
2020

2 x runners up
£250

These are personnal
prizes for the
catering teams

Star prize
£500

RULES Only participating schools may enter. Judge’s decision is final. Full terms and conditions on the website.

FFEDBACK
From 1 March until 20 April we’ll
have an online survey. Everybody is
welcome to tell us what they think of
our campaign. Whether you love it
or hate it we want to hear as it’s that
feedback that will help us improve.

Online survey:

VegPower.org.uk/feedback

NEED HELP?
If you do need help, please first
check this guide and then head
to our website. There you’ll find
resources you can download,
guides and blogs that might
answer your questions and if that
fails please contact us via the
website form.

Please share the fun at your school with the hashtag #EatThemToDefeatThem
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MISSION CONTROL
Are you veg ready?

LAUNCH

KEY DATES

24 February 2020

15 February Campaign starts
24 February Schools programme
launches
15 March
Entries close for
Caterers Challenge
3 April
Entries close for
poster competition
3 April
Entries close for
school’s competition
5 April
Campaign ends
20 April
Feedback survey
closes

Brief colleagues
School assembly
Put up posters
Email parents
Distribute reward charts
Set-up your progress chart

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

DEFEAT THE VEG Every week!
Lesson plans
Cut-out & colour decorations
Taster tables

❑
❑
❑

Hand out veg stickers
Update school progress chart
Share your victories on social
Eat more veg

❑
❑
❑
❑

Week of 24 February

Week of 9 March

Week of 23 March

Carrots

Sweetcorn

Tomatoes

Week of 2 March

Week of 16 March

Week of 30 March

Peas

Broccoli

Peppers

#EATTHEMTODEFEATTHEM

